
“Why We Believe God Exists” 

(Romans 1:20) 

 

 

 

I.  Introduction.   

A.  Orientation.   

1.  Tonight, we’re beginning a new series  

a.  On apologetics,  

b.  And on polemics:   

(i)  Why we believe the Christian faith is true,  

(ii)  But also why believe  

(a)  Our particular beliefs are true  

(b)  Over against those of other denominations  

(c)  Or historic Christian churches.   

 

2.  The reason we are is to strengthen your faith,  

a.  And your conviction of the truth.   

(i)  The stronger your faith,  

(ii)  The more you will give yourself to Lord.   

(iii)  The stronger your conviction of the truth,  

(iv)  The more certain you’ll be  

(v)  That you’re going the right direction.   

 

b.  Tonight,  

(i)  We’re starting at starting point:   

(ii)  Why we believe God exists,  

(iii)  As over against Atheism and Agnosticism.   

 

B.  Preview.   

1.  God’s existence can be proven in a variety of ways.   

a.  We can argue from necessary Being:   

(i)  That God must exist,  

(ii)  Because it’s impossible that that nothing could exist at any time.   

(iii)  He must necessarily be  

(iv)  And as Bible describes Him –  

(v)  Infinite, eternal, unchangeable, independent, one, etc. –  

(vi)  Because that must be true of necessary Being.   

 

b.  We can also argue that God must be  

(i)  From fact rationality exists.   

(ii)  Can’t get order, logic, reason  

(iii)  From the randomness, non-logic, irrationality  

(iv)  Of an accidental cosmic event.   

 

c.  We can argue that God must exist,  
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(i)  Because unless we assume the existence of God,  

(ii)  Nothing else makes sense,  

(iii)  Nothing we see is possible.   

 

d.  We can argue from the Bible that God exists:    

(i)  The Bible is God’s Word,  

(ii)  And He tells us in it that He exists.   

(iii)  For the Christian, this is absolutely convincing,  

(iv)  Because your eyes been opened by the Spirit.   

(v)  Spirit can also convince unbelievers in this way,  

(vi)  So don’t ever be afraid to use the Bible to prove His existence.   

 

2.  Tonight,  

a.  We’re going to use a simpler and more direct argument:   

b.  The argument of cause and effect.   

(i)  Every effect has an antecedent cause,  

(ii)  And that cause must be great enough  

(iii)  To account for the effect.   

 

c.  Then, we’ll consider why we would use such an argument.   

 

II.  Sermon.   

A.  Let’s consider the argument of cause and effect:   

1.  For every effect, there must be an antecedent and sufficient cause.   

a.  In other words,  

(i)  When you see something  

(ii)  And ask why it is,  

(iii)  Or how it came about,  

(iv)  The answer has to explain it.   

 

b.  For instance,  

(i)  If you’re walking along  

(ii)  And happen to see a laptop on ground,  

(iii)  And ask how it got there,  

(iv)  You would never assume  

(v)  That it spontaneously generated from the ground.   

(vi)  That answer wouldn’t explain it.   

(vii)  The cause isn’t great enough.   

 

c.  If you found a copy  

(i)  Of the Works of William Shakespeare,  

(ii)  You wouldn’t assume  

(a)  That a tornado hit a print shop,  

(b)  And generated those plays and sonnets, 

(c)  And then bound it all nicely together  

(d)  In a hardback book.   
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d.  In both cases, you immediately recognize  

(i)  That these couldn’t come about by accident:   

(ii)  That wouldn’t be a sufficient cause.   

(iii)  It doesn’t explain it.   

(a)  The laptop and the book  

(b)  Show signs of intelligence,  

(c)  Of a mind,  

(d)  Of design,  

(e)  Of purpose.   

(f)  Things that neither the ground  

(g)  Nor a tornado possess.   

 

2.  Why is everything as it is?   

a.  What caused it?   

b.  Why is there an ordered universe  

(i)  With galaxies, full of stars and planets?   

(ii)  Why is there a world,  

(iii)  Full of life  

(iv)  And systems that keep that life going?   

 

c.  Why is life  

(i)  Full of information  

(ii)  On how to build, repair and maintain life,  

(iii)  As well as produce new life?   

 

d.  There are really only two answers:  Chance or design.   

 

3.  Evolutionists champion chance.   

a.  They believe in preexisting matter/stuff,  

(i)  That became unstable,  

(ii)  Exploded,  

(iii)  And over long periods of time,  

(iv)  Became the well ordered universe  

(v)  You now see.   

 

b.  This is essentially the belief  

(i)  That laptops can spring from ground,  

(ii)  Or that tornadoes can produce the Works of Shakespeare.   

(iii)  Given enough time.   

(iv)  But is matter, energy and time  

(v)  Enough of an explanation for what we see?   

 

c.  I’m not intending on arguing against this specifically,  

(i)  I’m hoping that the idea of it  

(ii)  Is already so absurd  
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(iii)  That you will reject it out of hand.   

 

d.  But I will let the things we see  

(i)  That are true about life,  

(ii)  Argue this as well.   

 

4.  Is it possible that all things happened by accident?   

No, on two grounds:   

a.  On Biblical grounds:   

(i)  Paul tells us  

(ii)  God created all things,  

(iii)  And that His judgment justly  

(iv)  Falls on mankind daily,  

(v)  Because they know this is true –  

(a)  They see the evidence,  

(b)  They know God exists –  

 

(vi)  But they suppress it,  

(a)  They cover it over,  

(b)  Because of their sinfulness.   

 

(vii)  According to the Bible,  

(a)  Everyone already knows God exists,  

(b)  And will be judged for their refusal  

(c)  To acknowledge and worship Him as God.   

 

b.  Second, on the grounds of the evidence  

Paul was speaking about.   

What is that evidence?   

(i)  The evidence of design –  

From a cosmic to microscopic scale –  

(ii)  Of infinite wisdom –  

(a)  To make the things He has,  

(b)  And sustain them as He does,  

 

(iii)  And of infinite power –  

(a)  Only infinite power  

(b)  Could create and sustain  

(c)  This magnificent world  

(d)  From galaxies,  

(e)  To the human cell,  

(f)  To the atom,  

(g)  And smaller.   

 

5.  The argument from information.  

a.  Now again,  
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(i)  We could pick any system  

(ii)  On any scale,  

(ii)  And see the power, wisdom and glory of the Creator.   

 

b.  If you just go outside  

(i)  And look around with your eyes open  

(ii)  And ask the question, Why or how?   

(iii)  You will see what Paul is talking about.   

 

c.  But since He’s blessed us  

(i)  With greater understanding into how things work,  

(ii)  Let’s just consider one of the clearer  

(iii)  And even more powerful arguments:   

(iv)  The argument of information.   

 

d.  Where does the information come from  

(i)  That is encoded on the DNA  

(ii)  That contains the blueprints  

(iii)  To build life?   

 

e.  The DNA molecule contains the necessary information  

(i)  To build all the systems of the body –  

(ii)  The brain and nervous system  

(iii)  To control all the functions and movement of the body;  

(a)  The lungs, heart and circulatory system,  

(1)  To bring supplies to the cells  

(2)  And carry away the waste products;  

 

(b)  The digestive system,  

To provide fuel for all the systems;  

 

(c)  The skeletal system,  

To provide a structure to hang these systems on;  

 

(d)  The muscular system,  

To provide movement;  

 

(e)  The sensory system,  

(1)  To provide input from sight, hearing, smell, touch, and taste,  

(2)  To learn about the things outside of ourselves.   

 

(iv)  The DNA contains all the information necessary  

(a)  To build and maintain all these systems,  

(b)  Down to the cells that make up each system  

(c)  And the things that must necessarily go on  

(d)  In the cell to make all these things work.   
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f.  Not only is the information there,  

(i)  But at the same time  

(ii)  There’s a mechanism  

(iii)  That is able to take that information  

(iv)  And put it to use.   

(a)  RNA is present  

(b)  To unzip, read, and re-zip the DNA,  

(c)  Find the molecules necessary to build parts –  

(1)  Molecules that are provided  

(2)  By digestive and circulatory systems –  

 

(d)  And to put those parts together  

(e)  In a way to make the cell work.   

 

(v)  There are molecules that should be lifeless  

(a)  That are able to put other lifeless molecules together  

(b)  To form life.   

 

(vi)  Not only is there information,  

(a)  There is the machinery necessary  

(b)  To use that information.   

 

g.  But there’s one more thing:   

(i)  A context for this information,  

(ii)  In which this information makes sense.   

(a)  Suppose you had a book that contained information –  

(b)  Such as the Works of William Shakespeare –  

(c)  And you had someone with the ability to read.   

(d)  That book wouldn’t make any sense to him  

(e)  Unless he was able to read that language.   

(1)  If the book was in English,  

(2)  But the reader only understood German,  

(3)  He wouldn’t be able to make any sense  

(4)  Out of the book.   

 

(iii)  Likewise, you could have information,  

(a)  And a mechanism to put that information to use,  

(b)  But a mechanism that didn’t understand the language.   

 

h.  The fact that all three are present  

(i)  At the same time –  

(a)  The information,  

(b)  The machinery to put it to use,  

(c)  And the ability to understand to information –  
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(ii)  All argue design.   

(iii)  Any one of the three does –  

(a)  None of them can be explained  

(b)  By matter, energy and time, ‘ 

(c)  By random chance.   

 

(iv)  How much more  

(a)  When you find all three together  

(b)  At the same time,  

(c)  Making life possible?   

 

(v)  This argues design,  

(a)  And design argues designer.   

(b)  And design this intricate,  

(c)  And elaborate,  

(d)  Argues tremendous intelligence, wisdom and power.   

 

(vi)  If we include the fact  

(a)  That the universe also shows this design,  

(b)  We would have to bump  

(c)  Our conclusion up ever further  

(d)  If we haven’t already –  

(e)  To infinite intelligence, wisdom and power.   

 

i.  Let’s not forget  

(i)  There are other things in man  

(ii)  That require an explanation we well,  

(iii)  Such as his ability to process information,  

(a)  To reason,  

(b)  To learn,  

(c)  To love and hate,  

(d)  To make moral choices,  

(e)  To have purpose.   

 

(iv)  These things can’t be explained  

(a)  By the physical matter  

(b)  That make up the brain or the body.   

(c)  There is something more in man  

(d)  Something the Bible calls the soul.   

(e)  How can we explain this?   

 

j.  Did random matter,  

(i)  Undirected energy,  

(ii)  And long periods of time  

(iii)  Cause all this to happen?   
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k.  We’re considerably more complicated  

(i)  Than a laptop or a book,  

(a)  And yet we can see  

(b)  The impossibility of these  

(c)  Coming into existence by accident.   

 

(ii)  Because of the law of cause and effect:   

(a)  For every effect  

(b)  There must an antecedent cause  

(c)  That is sufficient to bring that effect about.   

(d)  The answer to how we got here  

(e)  Has to explain how we got here.  

 

l.  Scientists seem to believe  

(i)  Given enough time  

(ii)  Anything could happen.   

(iii)  But that isn’t true.   

(iv)  More time actually equals  

(v)  Less possibility of this happening,  

(vi)  Because of the second law of thermodynamics:   

(a)  Which states that everything  

(b)  Tends to increasing entropy or randomness.   

(1)  The longer things exist,  

(2)  The more they will decay.   

(3)  The longer any motion continues  

(4)  The slower it will get.   

(5)  The longer a heat source continues to expend energy,  

(6)  The cooler it will get.   

(7)  The longer organized matter exists,  

(8)  The more disorganized it will get.   

 

(vii)  You can’t argue an upward climb  

(a)  In the universe or in man  

(b)  On the basis of this law,  

(c)  You can only argue a downward spiral,  

(d)  Which is in fact what we see.   

(1)  We’re not moving upward, but downward.   

(2)  Which is what we should expect to see  

(3)  As time goes on  

(4)  From a world God has made  

(5)  But has become infected with sin.   

 

m.  The law of cause and effect  

(i)  And the second law of thermodynamics  

(ii)  Prove that unorganized matter,  

(a)  Finite, uncontrolled energy  
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(b)  And limitless time –  

(c)  That is, evolution –  

(d)  Can’t be true.   

 

(iii)  Rather, it proves that  

(a)  An infinitely intelligent and powerful Designer  

(b)  Created the universe.   

 

n.  By the way,  

(i)  Since the law of cause and effect is true  

(ii)  There is one more thing we can know  

(iii)  About the Cause of what we see:   

(a)  Not only is He intelligent and powerful,  

(b)  He can also see, hear, feel, smell, and taste,  

(c)  He is self-conscious,  

(d)  He can reason, desire and purpose,  

(e)  And He can make morally significant choices.   

 

(iv)  We know this is true  

(a)  Because if it’s true of the effect,  

(b)  It must be true of the Cause.   

 

o.  There are many other things  

(i)  We can learn about Him  

(ii)  By studying what He has made,  

(iii)  But this is enough for now.   

 

p.  Let’s not forget,  

(i)  That even without an organized argument  

(ii)  God has given us enough evidence  

(iii)  To leave everyone without excuse:   

(iv)  Evidence that everyone can see,  

(v)  Evidence that gets through,  

(vi)  Enough to prove that God exists.   

(vii)  Everyone who denies His existence  

(viii)  Is only lying to themselves,  

(ix)  And to you.   

 

B.  If this is true, why study apologetics at all?   

1.  If God has given enough evidence already  

a.  Why bother arguing about it?   

b.  On the one hand, you don’t have to.   

(i)  Everyone knows God exists,  

(ii)  All you need to do is tell them the Gospel,  

(iii)  And the Lord can convert them.   
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c.  But on the other hand,  

(i)  The Lord can and will still use arguments  

(ii)  To bring others to Himself.   

(a)  Let’s not forget  

(b)  That He is the One who has provided the arguments.   

(c)  He does have some purpose for them,  

(d)  And that is to leave men without excuse.   

 

(iii)  Unbelievers work overtime  

(a)  To build a wall of arguments around themselves  

(b)  So they won’t have to face the knowledge of God.   

 

(iv)  Apologetics takes the arguments God provides  

(a)  And knocks those walls down.   

(b)  It uncovers what is covered  

(c)  And brings a person face to face with God.   

(d)  This is what Paul and Barnabas did in Lystra  

(1)  To buttress their arguments for the existence of God –  

(2)  They pointed to God’s kind providential care,  

(3)  And His ordering of history, “In the generations gone by He 

permitted all the nations to go their own ways; and yet He did not 

leave Himself without witness, in that He did good and gave you 

rains from heaven and fruitful seasons, satisfying your hearts with 

food and gladness” (Acts 14:16-17).   

 

2.  This evening, if you’ve been hiding behind the lie  

a.  That God doesn’t exist,  

(i)  That you can live anyway you want  

(ii)  Since after you die, you’ll just cease to exist,  

 

b.  But He has broken down your walls  

(i)  And looked you in the face,  

(ii)  Don’t try to rebuild that wall.   

 

c.  The Lord has done this for a reason:   

(i)  To open your eyes while there’s still time;  

(ii)  To show you your danger  

(iii)  That you might run to His Son,  

(iv)  The Lord Jesus Christ,  

(v)  To trust Him to save you  

(vi)  From judgment and hell,  

 

d.  He’s done this that you might receive  

(i)  What He freely offers all men –  

(ii)  Eternal life in a world without pain, death, sin.   
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e.  If this is what He has done for you this evening,  

(i)  Then reach out in faith,  

(ii)  And trust in Jesus while your eyes are open,  

(iii)  And be saved.   

 

3.  For the rest of us,  

a.  Who are already convinced  

Of the fact God exists,  

 

b.  Let the things we’ve looked at this evening  

(i)  Further strengthen and confirm  

(ii)  That what you believe is right –  

(iii)  That you are moving in the right direction –  

(iv)  And let it encourage you  

(v)  To move forward with even greater conviction,  

(vi)  That the things you do for Him  

(vii)  Will not be in vain.   

(viii)  The Lord will richly reward  

(ix)  Your service for Him.  Amen.   
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